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Abstract 29 

The fronto-parietal networks underlying grasping movements have been extensively studied, 30 

especially with the use of fMRI. Accordingly, while much is known about their cortical locus 31 

much less is known about the temporal dynamics of visuomotor transformations. Here we show 32 

that multivariate EEG analysis allows for detailed insights into the time course of visual and 33 

visuomotor computations of precision grasps. Male and female human participants first 34 

previewed one of several objects and, upon its re-appearance, reached to grasp it with the thumb 35 

and index finger along one of its two symmetry axes. Object shape classifiers reached transient 36 

accuracies of 70% at ~105 ms, especially based on scalp sites over visual cortex, dropping to 37 

lower levels thereafter. Grasp orientation classifiers relied on a system of occipital-to-frontal 38 

electrodes. Their accuracy rose concurrently with shape classification but ramped up more 39 

gradually, and the slope of the classification curve predicted individual reaction times. Further, 40 

cross-temporal generalization revealed that dynamic shape representation involved early and late 41 

neural generators that reactivated one another. In contrast, grasp computations involved a chain 42 

of generators attaining a sustained state about 100 ms before movement onset. Our results reveal 43 

the progression of visual and visuomotor representations over the course of planning and 44 

executing grasp movements. 45 

  46 
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Significance statement: Grasping an object requires the brain to perform visual-to-motor 47 

transformations of the object’s properties. While much of the neuroanatomic basis of visuomotor 48 

transformations has been uncovered, little is known about its time course. Here, we orthogonally 49 

manipulated object visual characteristics and grasp orientation, and used multivariate EEG 50 

analysis to reveal that visual and visuomotor computations follow similar time courses but 51 

display different properties and dynamics. 52 

  53 
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Introduction 54 

We move our hands to grasp objects with seeming ease. Yet, the neural and 55 

computational mechanisms underlying reach-to-grasp actions are complex (Fagg & Arbib, 1998) 56 

and evolve developmentally late (Kuhtz-Buschbeck et al., 1998; Schneiberg et al., 2002). To 57 

plan a grasp, the brain needs to form visual representations of an object with regard to its shape, 58 

weight and other intrinsic characteristics and to transform these representations into motor plans 59 

that guide hand movements (Jeannerod et al. 1995). Such visuomotor transformations involve 60 

parieto-frontal networks composed of dorso-lateral and dorso-medial streams (e.g., Castiello, 61 

2005; Gallivan et al., 2013; Cavina-Pratesi et al 2018) within which object characteristics are 62 

integrated with grasp parameters (Davare et al., 2007; Fabbri et al., 2016; Schaffelhofer & 63 

Scherberger, 2016; Theys et al., 2012; Tunik et al., 2005; Verhagen et al., 2012; Baumann et al., 64 

2009; Monaco et al., 2011). 65 

Relative to the neuroanatomic basis of visuomotor transformations, little is known about 66 

their time course. Several fMRI studies have used delayed-movement paradigms in which 67 

movements are planned and withheld for several seconds. Incorporating pattern classification, 68 

the studies demonstrated that upcoming grasp-related parameters (e.g., grip type and effector 69 

choice) can be decoded from parieto-frontal brain areas during planning phases (Gallivan et al., 70 

2011a; 2011b; 2013), and that these representations generalize to movement execution phases 71 

(Ariani et al., 2018) thereby revealing a rough timeline of the unfolding sensorimotor events. 72 

 Much higher temporal resolution, though, is attained in electroencephalography (EEG) 73 

and magnetoencephalography (MEG) studies. One line of this research has applied univariate 74 

methods to inspect the visuomotor processes underlying the planning and execution of grasp 75 

types (e.g., Zaepffel and Brochier, 2012; De Sanctis et al., 2013), the representation of goals (e.g., 76 
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van Schie and Bekkering, 2007; Westerholz et al., 2013), or differences between movements and 77 

movement observations (Virji-Babul et al., 2010). Another study measured the effects of object 78 

perturbations on electrophysiological microstates (Tunik et al., 2008). These studies were limited 79 

to rather coarse experimental manipulations. 80 

However, fine-grained details can be extracted from M/EEG signals. Multivariate 81 

approaches reach accuracies comparable to those of fMRI data (Nemrodov et al., 2019). For 82 

example, pattern classification has identified a 300 ms window of premotor activity where beta 83 

band oscillations convey effector independent representations of grasp vs. reach plans (Turella et 84 

al., 2016). Further, brain-computer interfaces can decode the kinematics of grasp movements 85 

(Agashe et al., 2015, 2016; Jochumsen et al., 2016; Schwarz et al., 2017) even from single trials 86 

(Iturrate et al., 2018). Yet, to date no study has mapped the timing of visuomotor transformations 87 

of human grasp movements.   88 

Here we used multivariate pattern classification of electrophysiological signals to 89 

characterize the dynamics of visuomotor computations underlying the parameter specifications 90 

of precision grasps. We identified the timeline of visual object and grasp orientation 91 

representations. Participants previewed and then viewed to grasp objects with different (grasp-92 

relevant) shapes and (grasp-irrelevant) textures. Orthogonal to these properties, participants 93 

made grasps with clockwise or counter-clockwise orientation, a key component of grasp 94 

computations (Baumann et al 2009; Tunik et al 2005; Fattori et al 2010; Monaco et al 2011). We 95 

predicted that shape classification accuracy should rapidly increase within the first 100 ms of 96 

object presentation. However, the time course of grasp orientation representations is unknown as 97 

well as its onset relative to visual processes and to motor execution. In addition, we extended 98 

pattern classification of shape and grasp parameter representations to a cross-temporal and cross-99 
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event generalization approach (King & Dehaene, 2014) to elucidate the dynamics of neural 100 

representations and their processing stages. Finally, we combined independent component 101 

analysis and pattern classification to localize the sources of shape and grasp orientation 102 

information, respectively. 103 

Materials and Methods 104 

Participants 105 

  Thirty-five students from the University of Toronto community gave their written and 106 

informed consent to participate in 2 EEG and 1 EMG experiments in exchange for payments or 107 

course credit. Fifteen students (8 females; median age: 23, range: 20 - 37) participated in the 108 

main EEG experiment, 10 (6 females; median age: 19, range:18 - 24) participated in the control 109 

EEG experiment, and 10 (5 females; median age: 24, range: 20 - 38) participated in the EMG 110 

experiment. All participants were right-handed (Oldfield, 1971) and had normal or corrected-to-111 

normal vision. All procedures were approved by the Human Participants Review Sub-Committee 112 

of the University of Toronto and conformed to the ethical standards laid down in the Declaration 113 

of Helsinki.  114 

Procedures and Apparatus 115 

Participants sat in a light-sealed room at a table with an experimenter on the left side (Fig. 116 

1A). The right hand of each participant was placed on a button box, where the index finger and 117 

the thumb each blocked a beam of infrared light, signalling the presence of their hand. The 118 

participants wore earplugs, and they looked at an opaque shutter glass screen (Smart Glass 119 

Technology) so that they could neither hear nor see how the experimenter prepared each trial 120 

behind the screen. For the purpose of setting up each trial, the experimenter viewed instructions 121 

on a monitor on the side and turned on a set of LEDs to light up a black-clad grasp space where 122 
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the experimenter mounted objects on a platform. The platform was slanted with a square-shaped 123 

peg in the middle on which objects were placed always with the same position and orientation, 124 

43 cm away from the participant with the surface of the object tilted towards the participant’s 125 

line of sight. 126 

All objects were cut out of 2cm-thick blocks of wood and were either shaped like a 127 

“pillow” with four concave edges, or like a “flower” with four convex edges (Fig. 1B). Flowers 128 

had smaller surface areas than pillows. However, all objects measured 6 cm across opposing 129 

edges, thus affording identical grip sizes (also see Discussion). We chose shape as a visual object 130 

property that is relevant for grasping. All objects were painted middle grey on their sides, and 131 

their top surfaces were covered with equal amounts of white, red, green, and blue to form one of 132 

two kinds of textures. One texture had a white rectangular grid structure with squares of the other 133 

colours filling its gaps, and the second texture showed a checkerboard pattern of squares of all 134 

colours. All combinations of textures and shapes were equally likely to occur. We chose texture 135 

as a visual object property that was irrelevant for grasping. Furthermore, texture helped to create 136 

a slightly greater variety of objects to better engage the attention of the participants. 137 

Once the object was set up the experimenter pressed a key that switched off the LEDs 138 

and, in darkness, set the shutter glass screen to transparent. Seven-hundred and fifty to 1250 ms 139 

later, the LED lights turned on, thus illuminating the object for the participant to see for the first 140 

“Preview” time of 200 ms and then turned off for 1-2 seconds (for timeline see Fig. 1C). The 141 

purpose of this period in darkness was to observe whether grasp representations in darkness are 142 

different from those with continuous visual information.  It ended with the lights turning on for 143 

the second “Go” time. Participants then started to move their right hand, as sensed by the button 144 

box and marked as movement onset (note that only at that time the participant’s hand came into 145 
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view through the shutter glass). They reached under the shutter glass screen and grasped the 146 

object with the index finger and the thumb, either with a clockwise (CW) or a counter-clockwise 147 

(CCW) orientation as monitored by the experimenter. The end of the reach-to-grasp movement 148 

was defined as the time when the hand crossed a curtain of infrared beams mounted between two 149 

15 cm tall pillars, that were positioned 40 cm apart, immediately in front of the object (this 150 

measure slightly underestimated movement end as usually defined, e.g., based on a movement 151 

velocity criterion in studies where hand tracking data are available, e.g., Le et al., 2014). Finally, 152 

the participants picked up the object, placed it on the table near the experimenter and returned 153 

their hand to the button box while the experimenter pressed a key for any invalid trials (i.e., 154 

incorrect grasp orientations or dropped objects) before the next trial.  155 

Each block contained 60 trials (2 shapes × 2 textures × 15 repetitions in random order) 156 

during which participants always grasped the objects with the same CW, or CCW orientation as 157 

per instructions given at the start of the block. Both instructions were given in random order for 5 158 

blocks each, amounting to a test session of about 3 hours. Two such sessions were conducted on 159 

two different days for each participant. Breaks were provided in between blocks as requested by 160 

the participants.  161 

Control EEG experiment  162 

The control experiment was motivated by the unexpectedly poor classification 163 

performance of texture classification in the main experiment. The control experiment was 164 

intended to test whether texture would become classifiable if made relevant for the task. To this 165 

end the experimental protocol was identical to the main experiment, except we merged the 166 

independent variables corresponding to Texture and Grasp orientation. That is, we instructed 167 

participants to associate each of the two textures with one of the two grasp orientations, 168 
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respectively (6 randomly selected participants paired the grid texture with CW and the 169 

checkerboard texture with CCW grasps; the other participants learned the opposite pairing). This 170 

way, the textures were behaviourally relevant, in contrast to the first experiment. Also, grasp 171 

orientations were performed in a random order rather than in blocks (given that orientation now 172 

was linked to texture). Participants completed 10 blocks of 60 trials each block, and so the entire 173 

experiment was completed in a single 3h-session.  174 

EMG Experiment 175 

 The EMG experiment followed the same experimental protocol as the main experiment. 176 

Participants completed 10 blocks of 60 trials each block, and the entire experiment was 177 

completed in a 3h-session. 178 

EEG Acquisition & Pre-processing 179 

 EEG data were recorded using a 64-electrode BioSemi ActiveTwo recording system 180 

(BioSemi B.V., Amsterdam, Netherlands), digitized at a rate of 512 Hz with 24-bit A/D 181 

conversion. The electrodes were arranged according to the International 10/20 System. The 182 

electrode offset was kept below 40 mV.   183 

 EEG preprocessing was performed offline in MATLAB using EEGLAB Toolbox 184 

(Delorme and Makeig, 2004) and ERPLAB Toolbox (Lopez-Calderon and Luck, 2014). Signals 185 

from each block were bandpass filtered (noncausal Butterworth impulse response function, 12 186 

dB/oct roll-off) with half-amplitude cut-offs at 0.1 and 40 Hz (to reduce drifts in the data and the 187 

impact of electrical noise, respectively). Noisy electrodes (correlation with nearby electrodes < 188 

0.6) were interpolated (mean of 1.75 electrodes per subject), and all electrodes were re-189 

referenced to the average of all electrodes. Next, independent component analysis (ICA) was 190 

performed to identify and remove components that were associated with blinks (Jung et al., 2000) 191 
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and eye movements (Chaumon et al., 2015; Drisdelle et al., 2017). The ICA-corrected data were 192 

segmented relative to the onset of Preview (-100 to 800 ms) and Go Signal (Go; -100 to 800 ms). 193 

In addition, invalid trials and epochs containing abnormal reaction times (less than 100 ms or 194 

greater than 1000 ms) were removed. As a result, an average of 2.43% (range: 0.58% - 3.39%) of 195 

trials from each subject were removed from further analyses.  196 

Pattern classification of ERP signals across time 197 

 Epochs were averaged into ERP traces to increase the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 198 

spatiotemporal patterns (Grootswagers, Wardle, & Carlson, 2017). Specifically, up to 15 epochs 199 

within a given block that corresponded to the same condition (i.e., shape, texture, or grasp 200 

orientation) were averaged together. Since each block contains 30 epochs for a given shape or 201 

texture, 2 separate ERP traces were obtained for a given shape or texture from each block. This 202 

procedure resulted in 20 separate ERP traces per condition for Preview and Go, respectively. The 203 

traces were then z-scored across time and electrodes. Outliers (i.e., values exceeding 3 standard 204 

deviations from the mean) were thresholded at +/- 3. We chose this winsorization approach (for 205 

similar approaches see Nemrodov et al., 2016; 2018) to curb the impact of outliers on SVM-206 

based pattern classification while keeping the number of features constant. Alternative forms of 207 

outlier treatment would have been replacement of outliers with mean values, or outlier removal. 208 

The latter approach bears a certain risk that more information is discarded than necessary 209 

because it requires the removal of outliers across all training and testing samples to ensure that 210 

the number of features is consistent. Nevertheless, for the current data we found no differences 211 

between the three different approaches. E.g., for shape classification using all temporal features 212 

at each electrode separately we found electrode involvement to be highly correlated, r’s >= 213 

0.915).  Further, all ERP traces were rescaled to a range between 0 and 1.  214 
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 Next, to increase the robustness of pattern analyses ERP traces were divided into 215 

temporal windows with 5 consecutive bins (5 bins * 1.95 ms ≈ 10 ms). For each window, data 216 

from all 64 electrodes were concatenated to create 320 features. These features were constructed 217 

for the purpose of pattern classification across time, window by window.  218 

 Pairwise discrimination of shape, texture, and grasp orientation was conducted using 219 

linear Support Vector Machine (SVM; c = 1; LibSVM 3.22, Chang & Lin, 2011) and leave-one-220 

out cross-validation. That is, 19 out of 20 pairs of observations were used for training while 1 221 

pair was used for testing. Further, to disentangle visual and motor representations, classification 222 

of visual object characteristics (i.e., shape and texture) was conducted across different grasp 223 

orientations (i.e., the classifier was trained on one grasp orientation and tested on the other), and 224 

classification of grasp orientation was conducted across different visual object characteristics.  225 

Cross-Temporal Generalization 226 

 To gauge the degree to which representations of visual and motor information remained 227 

stable across time and across events, we used a temporal generalization approach (e.g., Crowe, 228 

Averbeck, & Chafee, 2010; Meyers et al., 2008; for a review see King and Dehaene, 2014). 229 

Specifically, we tested the classifier trained at a given 10 ms time window on other time 230 

windows within the same event (e.g., Preview) as well as the other event (e.g., Go). If a classifier 231 

generalizes from one time window to another, then the underlying representations are similar for 232 

these two time windows. If, however, a classifier does not generalize, then this indicates that the 233 

underlying representation is different.  234 

Pattern classification of ERP signals across electrodes 235 

 To assess the informativeness of each electrode for the classification of ERP signals, we 236 

also classified temporal patterns separately for each electrode. Specifically, for each electrode we 237 
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concatenated the signals across the entire event (from 0 to 800ms) as features for SVM 238 

classification. This was conducted separately for the events Preview and Go  239 

Source Localization of ERP signals 240 

 Despite the limitations of source localization of EEG signals due to electrode distance 241 

from sources and volume conduction effects (e.g., Nunez, 1981; Makeig et al., 1996; Yao & 242 

Dewald, 2005; Verhellen & Boon, 2007), we sought to estimate the approximate brain regions 243 

responsible for the dynamics of shape and grasp orientation representations. Specifically, we 244 

conducted source analysis (Brainstorm toolbox; Tadel et al., 2011) on statistically independent 245 

ERPs that carried either shape or grasp orientation information. To this end, we decomposed 246 

Preview and Go ERP traces into independent components (ICs; 64 per person and event) and 247 

projected each IC onto electrode space. Subsequently, we cross-decoded shape and grasp 248 

orientation using SVM classifiers on concatenated data from all time points (except for the 100 249 

ms baseline). Next, we labelled ‘shape’ and ‘grasp orientation’ ICs (a) depending on which 250 

classification accuracy was higher, and (b) provided that accuracy was above 50%. The labelled 251 

ICs were then re-projected together to the electrode space to create ‘shape’ and ‘grasp orientation’ 252 

traces. Finally, the traces were averaged and then entered source analysis for each subject 253 

separately using the ICBM152 brain model template (Mazziotta et al., 1995) and aligned it with 254 

the average EEG electrode positions using Brainstorm’s iterative closest point algorithm and 255 

visual inspection (fiducial points: nasion, left ear and right ear; Tadel et al., 2011). We estimated 256 

noise covariance matrices using the 100 ms baseline prior to stimulus presentation for Preview 257 

and Go. Subsequently, we computed 5001 brain sources using standardized low-resolution brain 258 

electromagnetic tomography (sLORETA; Pascual-Marqui, 2002) with dipole orientations 259 

normally constrained to the cortex.  260 
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EMG acquisition and analysis  261 

Surface EMG signals were recorded from 4 muscles (superior trapezius, anterior deltoid, 262 

brachioradialis, and first dorsal interosseous) at 2000 Hz using a BioSemi ActiveTwo recording 263 

system (BioSemi B.V., Amsterdam, Netherlands). Signals were rectified and then high-pass 264 

filtered (noncausal Butterworth impulse response function, 4th order) with a cut-off frequency of 265 

2 Hz. Next, we computed a root mean square (RMS) value of the signal at each time-point using 266 

a 10-ms gliding window. Finally, signals were down-sampled to 512 Hz and segmented relative 267 

to the onset of Preview (-100 to 800 ms) and Go (-100 to 800 ms).  268 

Classifications of EMG patterns across time followed the same procedure as in the main 269 

EEG experiment (see pattern classification of ERP signals across time under Materials and 270 

Methods). In order to investigate the contribution of each muscle group to EMG classifications, 271 

we additionally conducted decoding on each muscle separately using temporal patterns across 272 

100 ms time windows from -100 to 800 ms.  273 

Experimental design and statistical analysis 274 

 All meaningful trials (see EEG Acquisition and Pre-processing under Materials and 275 

Methods) were used to decode shape, texture, and grasp orientation. Classifications were 276 

performed for each subject separately. Significance of decoding accuracy in time-resolved 277 

classification analyses and in those conducted at each electrode were assessed using two-tailed 278 

one-sample t-tests at the group level correcting for multiple correction using the false discovery 279 

rate (FDR; Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). In addition, we conducted permutation tests at the 280 

single-subject level for time-resolved classifications in the main EEG experiment. This was done 281 

by comparing each subject’s classification accuracy at any given time window against a null 282 

distribution of accuracies obtained by classifying data with shuffled condition labels 10000 times. 283 
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In the cross-temporal generalisation analysis, we assessed significance of classification accuracy 284 

using nonparametric sign-permutation tests (10000 iterations) with cluster-defining and cluster-285 

size thresholds of p<0.05 (Nichols and Holmes, 2002). Finally, in the source localisation analysis, 286 

we determined voxels that were significantly different relative to the baseline using paired 287 

samples t-test and FDR (q<0.05).  288 

Results 289 

Behavioural Results  290 

Average reaction time (RT; defined as the time between Go onset and movement onset) 291 

was 311 ms (SD = 38 ms); and average movement time (MT; defined as the time between 292 

movement onset and movement end) was 286 ms (SD = 48 ms). RTs submitted to a three-way 293 

repeated-measures ANOVA (Grasp Orientation x Shape x Texture) yielded no significant effects 294 

(F’s <3.84, p’s > 0.070). The analysis of MTs showed an interaction between grasp orientation 295 

and shape (F (1,14) = 20.14, p = 0.001). Post hoc analyses revealed that participants reached for 296 

the flower shape faster when they grasped counter-clockwise, but more slowly when they 297 

grasped clockwise (mean difference between differences in MT for shape in each grasp 298 

orientation: 6 ms; t (14) = 4.487, p < 0.001). No other comparison was significant (F’s <3.976, 299 

p’s > 0.066).  300 

Classification time course of shape, texture, and grasp orientation 301 

We applied SVM pattern classification to ERP amplitudes separately at each 10 ms time 302 

window so as to examine the time course of discrimination of the target object’s visual 303 

characteristics (i.e., shape and texture) and grasp orientation. Importantly, we cross-decoded 304 

classifiers for shape and texture. That is, we trained and tested them with different grasp 305 

orientations. Likewise, classifiers for grasp orientations were trained and tested with different 306 
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shapes, as well as with different textures (the two resulting curves were then averaged given their 307 

similarity). Cross-decoding allowed us to decode the representation of visual characteristics 308 

regardless of grasp orientation, and vice versa.  309 

The cross-decoded classification curve for shape rose rapidly after object onset (Fig. 2A 310 

top). During Preview it reached significance 85 ms after object presentation and peaked at 135 311 

ms (i.e., around the time of the P1), followed by a slow decay of information during darkness 312 

that remained significant until 600 ms with two additional transient significant intervals later on 313 

(630-650ms; 740-760ms; 15 out of the15 individual data sets showed significant shape 314 

classification). During Go, shape classification yielded a similar curve with a peak at 115 ms 315 

with several significant intervals (85 – 290ms; 330-380ms; 430-500ms; 525 – 555ms; 585 – 316 

595ms; 610-680ms; 730-790ms; 15 out of the15 individual data sets showed significant shape 317 

classification). Further, we re-aligned the Go data to individual Movement onsets and re-318 

computed classification accuracy. In comparison (Fig. 2B top), this produced a shape 319 

classification curve that was significantly reduced between 105-145 ms with a peak that was 320 

noticeably smaller and later (~180 ms). The curve nevertheless reached significance (145-165ms; 321 

175-270ms; 300-310ms; 340-350ms; 370-380ms; 415-455ms; 475-555ms; 575-630ms; 650-322 

680ms; 710-800ms). This shows that in part processes underlying visual shape representations 323 

are yoked to the visual onset of the object, whereas other visual representations are time-locked 324 

to voluntary behaviour and therefore appear to directly partake in the visuomotor transformations 325 

of grasp planning. 326 

Classification of texture did not reach significance (Fig. 2A middle panel). Further, 327 

making texture task-relevant did not improve texture classification performance. That is, the 328 

control experiment used texture to cue participants as to how to grasp objects. Participants were 329 
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able to follow the cues (error rate: 0.6%) with similar timing as before (mean RT = 315 ms; SD = 330 

65 ms, t(23)=0.177, p=0.861; mean MT = 253 ms; SD = 41 ms, t(23) = 1.756, p = 0.092; no 331 

reliable influence of factors Shape or Texture/Grasp Orientation on either variable: F’s < 1.109, 332 

p’s > 0.320). Classification of texture/grasp orientation yielded a curve that reached significance 333 

during Go (Fig. 2C bottom). However, the improved classification came from confounding 334 

texture and grasp orientation in the control experiment. Thus, classifiers relied on two sources of 335 

information. To demonstrate this, we estimated confounded classification performance for the 336 

main experiment by assuming that the presence of texture and grasp orientation information 337 

contributed additively to SVM texture/grasp orientation classification. This is illustrated in 338 

equation 1, where  is the gain of classification accuracy for texture confounded with grasp 339 

orientation.    represent texture and grasp orientation information, respectively. 340 

1.  = + − , 341 

 Further, because there are fewer observations used to train the classifiers in the control 342 

experiment due to shorter test time, we re-computed classifications in our main experiment using 343 

only observations from the first test session, thus making the number of observations equal 344 

across the two experiments. The predicted curves for grasp orientation / texture classification 345 

showed similar performance as the observed curves in the control experiment. Thus, our data 346 

provided no evidence that making texture relevant to the task boosted its classification. Due to its 347 

poor classification performance, texture was not considered for subsequent analyses for the 348 

experiment.   349 

Although cross-decoding of grasp orientation filtered out visual shape and texture 350 

information, its classification curves rose as a function yoked to each of the two visual 351 

presentations of the object (Fig. 2A bottom). During Preview, it reached significance 85 ms after 352 
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object presentation and remained relatively stable. After the Go Signal, classification of grasp 353 

orientation became significant at 75 ms and continued to increase thereafter. Thus, grasp 354 

orientation decoding was timed remarkably similarly to shape decoding although the onset of 355 

significance of individual shape vs. grasp orientation classification curves (using permutations 356 

with 10,000 iterations, see Methods) produced no correlations (Preview: r = 0.156, p = 0.578; Go: 357 

r = 0.077 p = 0.795), which suggests two largely parallel processes. Furthermore, grasp 358 

orientation decoding during Go still showed a very similar decoding curve even when we re-359 

aligned the data for Movement onset and choose a different baseline (Fig. 2B bottom).   360 

In sum, classification curves for visual and motor aspects of the task revealed processes 361 

that commenced at nearly the same time but followed different time lines. Shape decoding was 362 

sensitive to the temporal alignment with the presentation of the object, indicating that 363 

information about visual processes up to about 145 ms was importantly reflected in the dynamics 364 

of the visual ERPs. In contrast, grasp orientation decoding showed curves that ramped up 365 

regardless of visual or motor alignment, consistent with a visuo-motor representation, or a motor 366 

representation that depends on input from visual processes.  367 

Correlating classification of grasp orientation with reaction time 368 

To further investigate the relationship between the electrophysiological representation of 369 

grasp orientation and motor behaviour, we extracted two variables from grasp orientation 370 

classification during Go: we quantified the rate at which classification rose with the slope of a 371 

straight line fitted to the classification accuracies, and we determined the time at which 372 

classification accuracy reached significance within each participant (see Methods). Further, we 373 

calculated correlations with reaction times, and bootstrapped them with 10,000 iterations to 374 

obtain the 95% confidence intervals (Efron and Tibshirani, 1993). 375 
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Reaction times correlated significantly with classification slopes (r = -0.412, confidence 376 

interval excluded zero: [-0.734 -0.056]; Fig. 3A). Thus, faster build-up of grasp orientation 377 

information was associated with faster reaction times. In addition, there was a trend for a 378 

correlation with times of significant classification (r = 0.317, confidence interval: [-0.131 0.645]; 379 

Fig. 3B).  380 

Cross-temporal generalization  381 

Temporal classification as applied so far examined whether classifiers, trained on EEG 382 

data from a certain time point, are capable of decoding other data from the same time. We next 383 

extended this time-specific approach using cross-temporal and cross-event generalization 384 

analysis. That is, we trained and tested classifiers on any combination of times from Preview and 385 

Go (Fig. 4). To illustrate what kind of information this analysis approach can reveal (King & 386 

Dehaene, 2014), three possible outcomes are shown schematically in Figure 4A. The first shows 387 

cross-temporal generalization analysis yielding a classification pattern along the diagonal. In 388 

other words, classifiers only decode data from the time that they have been trained for. The 389 

diagonal pattern indicates that classification is based on information that travels across a chain of 390 

transient neural representations, or generators, that activate sequentially. Secondly, accurate 391 

classification could spread above and below the diagonal if representations are more sustained. 392 

For example, a single area, or a single set of areas, providing classification information 393 

continuously would yield a roughly square-shaped classification pattern. A third kind of pattern 394 

would include significant classification along the diagonal as well as within blobs at symmetrical 395 

points above and below the diagonal. Such a pattern would reflect a chain of transient 396 

representations where later generators reactivate earlier ones (e.g., King and Dehaene, 2014).  397 
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Cross-temporal generalization analysis of shape revealed a reactivation pattern. That is, 398 

classifiers trained on Preview data between 400-700 ms were able to decode ERPs between 100-399 

200 ms and vice versa (Fig. 4B). This indicates that early generators re-activated after 400 ms, 400 

although in a more sustained manner. A similar reactivation pattern was found for Go data (Fig. 401 

4C), and once again, for cross-condition generalization when classifiers trained on Preview data 402 

were applied to Go data and vice versa (Fig. 4D). This indicates that shape decoding was based 403 

on similar representations during Preview and Go, despite several differences between the two 404 

conditions, that is, a dark phase during Preview but not Go, and possible motor signals (or visual 405 

information) from shape-specific hand movements during Go but not Preview. In other words, 406 

artefacts due to darkness or impending hand movement cannot explain reactivation given the 407 

similarity of Figures 4B-D. Note further that the similarity across events (also see, e.g., Fiehler et 408 

al., 2011) does not contradict claims that visual processes for action during darkness and light are 409 

systematically different from one another (e.g., Westwood & Goodale, 2003) as our analysis 410 

does not quantify dissimilarities.  411 

Cross-temporal generalization analysis of grasp orientation yielded a wide generalization 412 

pattern for Preview that was less structured (Fig. 4E). Crucially however, grasp orientation 413 

during Go produced a chain pattern for the first ~200 ms after object presentation. Subsequently, 414 

and more than 100 ms before movement onset, it expanded into a sustained pattern (Fig. 4F). 415 

Surprisingly, cross-condition generalization between Preview and Go yielded a similar chain and 416 

sustained pattern that indicates that grasp preparatory processes during Preview likened those 417 

during Go (4G). 418 

Finally, we aimed to confirm statistically that the generalization pattern of reactivation 419 

for shape, compared to the chain and the sustained pattern for grasp orientation were indeed 420 
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systematically different from one another at intermediate times. Accordingly, we subtracted the 421 

shape generalization matrices from the grasp orientation generalization matrices and then 422 

tested the average difference of classification accuracies during the testing times between 100 423 

and 200 ms across all training times (Preview: t(14) = 2.702, p = 0.017; Go: t(14) = 2.622; p  = 424 

0.020).    425 

Informativeness of electrodes for classification 426 

To test the degree to which electrodes contributed to shape and grasp orientation 427 

classification we applied classification analyses separately to each electrode. This purely 428 

temporal analysis revealed that all electrodes, except T8, classified shape at significant levels 429 

with peaks at occipital and parietal sites during Preview (Fig. 5). During Go, shape classification 430 

peaked near electrode sites O1, Oz, O2, PO3, POz, and PO4 (other significant electrodes 431 

included all but Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, AF3, F1, Fz, FC1, TP7, CP5). For the classification of grasp 432 

orientation, significant levels were scattered around frontal, parietal, and occipital sites during 433 

Preview. During Go, stronger involvement came from electrodes on the left side of the scalp 434 

with peaks around C1, CP1, and CP3 (other significant electrodes included all but FP2, F1, C4, 435 

P6, P7, P8, PO8). Of note, purely temporal data at the level of individual electrodes were less 436 

informative for grasp orientation compared to shape whereas our spatio-temporal analyses (Fig. 437 

2 and Fig. 4) yielded more similar classification performance (given that peak shape 438 

classification was rather transient). This difference suggests that the informativeness of grasp 439 

orientation importantly depended on the topography of electrodes.  440 

Source localisation of shape information  441 

To identify the approximate location of the brain regions underlying the dynamics of 442 

shape representations, we conducted source localization on statistically independent ERP traces 443 
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that carried shape, but no grasp orientation information (average number of ICs selected for ERP 444 

traces: 22.7; mean classification accuracy of shape during Preview: 72%, t(14) = 8.909, 445 

p<0.0001; grasp orientation: 51%, t(14) = 0.506, p = 0.621; mean classification accuracy of 446 

shape during Go: 78%, t(14)=12.240,p<0.0001; grasp orientation: 60%; t(14) = 6.437, p<0.0001). 447 

Note that ICA was less successful in removing grasp orientation information during Go, and so 448 

we will mainly comment on the Preview period. Figure 6A shows cortical sources (paired t-tests, 449 

p<0.05, FDR corrected for the number of voxels; see Figure 6B for similar results for the Go 450 

period) during Preview where t-values reflect the probabilistic contribution of a given 451 

voxel/dipole to the “shape ERPs” (i.e., the t-values approximately reflect brain activity rather 452 

than quality of shape information). We selected three 50-ms windows from Preview where 453 

temporal generalization analysis revealed the most robust reactivation pattern: an early window 454 

of informativeness (85-135 ms), an intermediate time window before shape reactivation (200-455 

250 ms), and a later window of reactivation (400-450 ms).  456 

Early contributions to shape classification involved extrastriate, posterior parietal, ventral 457 

premotor cortex, and posterior insula in the left hemisphere. Right-sided activity stretched from 458 

the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) into the superior temporal sulcus and included posterior 459 

insula. In addition, there were medial contributions such as from the parieto-occipital sulcus and 460 

the precuneus.  461 

For the intermediate time window contributions came from the parieto-occipital junction, 462 

and extrastriate cortex in the left hemisphere. Right hemisphere activity was confined to the 463 

parieto-occipital junction and a small frontal area near the supplemental motor area.  464 

The later time window of reactivation yielded, once again, bilateral contributions from 465 

the parieto-occipital junction, and medial regions around the parieto-occipital sulcus, and there 466 
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was activation in left extrastriate cortex, and left ventral precentral gyrus, as well as in the right 467 

TPJ and right posterior insula. In addition, there was right inferior temporal, and prefrontal 468 

activity.  469 

Source localisation of grasp orientation information 470 

To estimate brain sources contributing to the dynamics of grasp orientation 471 

representations, we conducted source localization on ERP traces that carried grasp orientation, 472 

but no shape information (average number of ICs selected for ERP traces: 19.7; mean 473 

classification accuracy of grasp orientation during Preview: 65%; t(14) = 9.719, p<0.0001; shape: 474 

44%, t(14)=-2.137,p=0.051; mean classification accuracy of grasp orientation during Go: 69%, 475 

t(14) = 9.624, p<0.0001; shape: 50%, t(14) = 0.115, p=0.910). Figures 7A and 7B show 476 

localization results of grasp orientation information for the Preview and Go periods, respectively. 477 

We mainly focus on the Go period where temporal generalization yielded the most robust pattern. 478 

Just like for shape localization, we selected a window of early informativeness (85-135 ms) and 479 

an intermediate time window that captured a phase of sustained grasp orientation representation 480 

before movement onset (200-250 ms). We also inspected a later phase of sustained 481 

representation during movement execution (400-450 ms) with the caveat of possible movement 482 

artefacts.  483 

Our results suggested relatively wide networks of brain areas underlying “grasp 484 

orientation ERPs” (consistent with our earlier observations that classification performance of 485 

grasp orientation of electrode topography was good, see Fig. 2 and 4, whereas classification at 486 

individual electrodes was relatively poor, Fig. 5). In detail, early left extrastriate contributions 487 

extended into inferior temporal cortex. Also, there was activity in left superior and intraparietal 488 

cortex and in ventral premotor and prefrontal regions as well as different parts of the insula. The 489 
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right hemisphere yielded similar insular activity. Further, activity stretched from right 490 

extrastriate into inferior parietal and temporal cortex along the superior temporal sulcus, and 491 

there was activity along the right superior frontal sulcus. In addition, medial contributions came 492 

from the anterior cingulate. 493 

The intermediate time window saw an expansion of earlier sources in both hemispheres, 494 

such as in superior parieto-occipital and in lateral inferior parietal cortex. Crucially, activity in 495 

the intra- and superior parietal cortex became more prominent, especially in the left hemisphere, 496 

and reached into a region around the precuneus.  497 

Finally, the later time window showed a general decline in sources.  498 

Potential Eye Movement confounds 499 

 Although we made significant efforts to remove eye movement artefacts from our data 500 

(see Materials and Methods), some of these artefacts may have survived preprocessing. So, it is 501 

possible that left-over eye movement artefacts contributed to the decoding analyses (e.g., Quax et 502 

al., 2019), given that eye movements could have been different depending on condition. 503 

Specifically, during grasps a first saccade typically aims for the centre of mass of an object, but a 504 

second saccade targets one of its grasp points (Brouwer et al., 2009), this way revealing the 505 

intended grasp orientation. Furthermore, similar eye movement patterns (e.g., Mostert et al., 506 

2018) during Preview and Go could have inflated representational similarity (Fig. 4) between the 507 

two conditions. To estimate whether the influence of eye movements artefacts on EEG data can 508 

decode shape and grasp orientation, we first inspected data that were mainly caused by eye 509 

movements. That is, we extracted those independent components that preprocessing had 510 

identified as eye movement artefacts (mean number of components = 2.49, std = 1.63) and 511 

conducted classifications on the respective mostly “eye-based” ERP patterns in the frontal 512 
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electrodes (Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, AF7, AF3, AFz, AF4, & AF8). Results in Figure 8A show that eye-513 

based ERP decoding of shape and grasp orientation were at chance level during Preview, 514 

indicating that eye movements did not contribute to our Preview classification analyses. This 515 

also rules out that representational similarities between Preview and Go were inflated because 516 

participants made similar eye movements both times. Nevertheless, during Go, eye-based ERPs 517 

were capable of decoding grasp orientation during several intervals: 95-125 ms; 195-230ms; 518 

370-380ms; 400-440; 455-525ms; 545-565ms; 680-790ms. Given this, we next asked whether 519 

eye movement artefacts also contaminated our “neural-based” ERPs to the effect that the 520 

artefacts would explain decoding of grasp orientation. If such contribution existed, then decoding 521 

results from eye- and neural-based ERPs should be similar. We tested this in two ways. First, we 522 

compared the time courses of eye- and neural-based decoding. That is, we correlated across time 523 

the eye- and neural-based decoding accuracies during Preview and Go within each subject, and 524 

we tested the Fisher’s z-transformed correlations against 0 at the group level. This resulted in no 525 

significant correlations [t’s < 1.491; p’s> 0.146]. Second, we correlated across participants the 526 

average decoding accuracies during times when eye-based decoding was significant with the 527 

average neural-based decoding accuracies from the same time periods. The resulting correlation 528 

was 0.298 (p=0.281). Finally, we reasoned that eye-based ERPs might be statistically entirely 529 

different from the eye movement artefacts that have potentially contaminated our neural-based 530 

ERPs. To test this possibility, we decoded shape and grasp orientation information from neural-531 

based ERPs only using frontal electrodes. However, decoding only showed spurious significance 532 

for grasp orientation during Go (Fig. 8B), which is also consistent with our observation that 533 

frontal electrodes carried little information about shape or grasp orientation (Fig. 5).  In sum, our 534 
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analyses show that eye movement artefacts cannot account sufficiently for our classification 535 

results.   536 

Potential EMG confounds 537 

 As another potential source of confounds, muscle activity near the head (e.g., trapezius) 538 

during movement could have been picked up by EEG sensors, and, as a result, contributed to the 539 

classifications of grasp orientation during Go. Further, it is possible that upon previewing the 540 

object participants made anticipatory movements resulting in muscle activities during the delay 541 

period. Therefore, we conducted an additional EMG experiment to investigate the time course of 542 

muscle activity as well as their involvement in the classification of grasp orientation.  543 

Figure 9 displays the results from the EMG experiment. EMG activity during Preview 544 

was minimal (Fig. 9A) and not informative (Fig. 9C). Thus, we can rule out that muscle activity 545 

contributed to EEG grasp orientation decoding during Preview. Moreover, the similarity of 546 

Preview representations to those during Go (Fig. 4) suggests that decoding during Go did not 547 

rely on EMG alone either. Nevertheless, we did observe EMG activity during Go, as expected. 548 

Muscles engaged sequentially from trapezius (before 100 ms) to anterior deltoid (~100 ms), to 549 

brachioradialis (~150 ms), and then to dorsal interosseous (~250 ms, Fig. 9B). Decoding of grasp 550 

orientation using all muscle activities across 10 ms time bins during Go resulted in above-chance 551 

classifications in several intervals: 105 – 115 ms, 155 – 210 ms, 230 – 250 ms, 270 - 800 ms (Fig. 552 

9D). However, muscle-specific decoding of grasp orientation (Fig. 9F) showed that EMG was 553 

informative for muscles located far from the EEG cap and thus had minimal impact on EEG 554 

patterns: activity from anterior deltoid was informative during 100-200 ms and from 300 ms and 555 

onwards, and dorsal interosseous became informative from 200 ms and onwards with 556 

brachioradialis showing trends during 200-300 ms, 400-500 ms, 600-800 ms. In contrast, 557 
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superior trapezius merely showed a trend during 300-400 ms. In sum, neither during Preview nor 558 

during Go was there any evidence that EMG artefacts contributed significantly to EEG 559 

classification results. 560 

Discussion 561 

 We cross-decoded ERP signals to investigate the temporal dynamics of visual and motor 562 

computations underlying visually guided precision grasps during movement planning and 563 

execution. Signals emanating from visual and parieto-frontal networks allowed for robust 564 

decoding of visual and motor information. Shape information yielded decoding curves that 565 

peaked shortly after object presentation and slowly decaying thereafter. Grasp orientation 566 

information became significant at similar times as shape representations but ramped up more 567 

gradually. Our data allow for novel insights into the computations underlying the control of 568 

human precision grasps, separating object- and grasp-related processes. 569 

 To identify pure object-related representations of shapes, we trained and tested shape 570 

classifiers on data collected from different grasp orientation conditions, respectively. Thus, we 571 

largely removed shape representations that might have been embedded in grasp plans. Grasp-572 

independent information about shape was sensitive to how we aligned the ERPs in time. Only for 573 

data aligned to object onset, classification peaked shortly after, indicating that early sources of 574 

shape information came from dynamic visual representations. However, sustained 575 

representations of shape continued to carry classifiable information reflected in a fundamentally 576 

different curve that peaked ~50 ms later for data re-aligned to movement onset. This shows that 577 

movement preparations came with, and might have caused, the activation of shape 578 

representations. Interestingly, this is consistent with an observation from temporal generalization 579 
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analysis where later shape representations at the time of motor execution reactivated early shape 580 

representations. 581 

This reactivation indicates that shape information in visual cortex is recruited around the 582 

time of action. Thus, it might parallel fMRI studies (Singhal et al., 2013; Monaco et al., 2017) 583 

where visual cortex activity re-emerges during grasp execution and is functionally relevant for 584 

grasping (Cohen et al., 2009). However, such fMRI paradigms found reactivation for grasping in 585 

darkness, and not for cancelled grasping (Monaco et al., 2017). In contrast, we found reactivation 586 

first in darkness, when no grasping was required and, then, again, around the time of grasping 587 

but with lights on. Although these discrepancies could arise from different measures of 588 

reactivation (similar informativeness vs. BOLD signal) and different time scales for EEG and 589 

fMRI, it is possible that EEG reactivation is a passive visual event (also see Cichy et al., 2014; 590 

Wen et al., 2019). More research is required to confirm whether sensorimotor control triggers not 591 

only shape representations as found in ERPs aligned to movement onset, but also reactivation as 592 

revealed with temporal generalization. 593 

 Temporal generalization does suggest that shape classification was little influenced by 594 

information about object size or weight. Although pillow-shaped objects were larger and heavier 595 

than flowers, these differences would have mattered more or less at different times: early, during 596 

preview object weight should have mattered less than during movement execution, and during 597 

execution apparent size should have mattered less because visuomotor grasp control is governed 598 

by physical grip size (Ganel & Goodale, 2003; Haffenden et al., 2001) which was identical for 599 

all objects. Essentially, classifiers picking up on size/weight differences should not generalize 600 

from Preview to Go, and around movement onset, they should have produced little evidence for 601 
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reactivation of early shape representations. In sum, apparent size or weight likely played a minor 602 

role in shape classification. 603 

To estimate the origin of shape classification signals we used ICA and SVMs to generate 604 

ERP traces that carried shape, but no grasp orientation information and submitted them to source 605 

localization. Although ERP source localization is spatially limited we can tentatively say that 606 

early shape classification relied on information originating from earlier visual and postero-607 

parietal regions. Medial parietal sources suggest contributions of superior parieto-occipital 608 

complex (SPOC) or anterior precuneus (e.g., Gallivan et al., 2011b). We also found evidence for 609 

early shape contribution from ventral premotor cortex, which, in monkeys, has been shown to 610 

receive visual object information from the anterior intraparietal area (Schaffelhofer & 611 

Scherberger, 2016). Here, we found anterior intraparietal sulcus (aIPS) to convey no shape 612 

information, inconsistent with previous studies where aIPS did represent shape (Króliczak et al. 613 

2008; Murata et al., 1996; Schaffelhofer & Scherberger, 2016). As one possible explanation, 614 

shape representations in aIPS might be so intricately linked with representations of object or 615 

grasp orientation (e.g., Króliczak et al. 2008; Michaels & Scherberger, 2018; Murata et al., 2000; 616 

Tunik et al., 2005) that they do not withstand cross-decoding. Alternatively, perhaps the signal-617 

to-noise ratio in aIPS was limited, or source localization was inaccurate. In contrast, right TPJ 618 

conveyed shape and orientation information with shape activation perhaps reflecting an 619 

involvement of stimulus-driven attentional processes in shape perception (Corbetta & Shulman, 620 

2002). The early network of sources faded during intermediate times and reactivated later on. 621 

Next, we identified representations purely related to grasp orientation. We trained and 622 

tested grasp orientation classifiers on data collected from different shape (and texture) conditions, 623 

respectively, to remove orientation information sourced from visual object representations. This 624 
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seemingly vision-independent information yielded classification curves that rose shortly after 625 

visual stimulus onset with similar timing as shape classification. Further, orientation curves 626 

predicted behaviour, and they remained largely unchanged for ERPs aligned to movement onset. 627 

This indicates that grasp orientation representations stemmed from visuomotor processes that 628 

depended on object presentation without representing the objects themselves, suggesting that the 629 

sight of the object triggered grasp-relevant computations. For instance, grasping requires 630 

computing grasp points on the objects together with the hand movements to aim for the points 631 

(Blake 1993).  632 

To tease apart the phases of grasp computations, temporal generalization revealed that 633 

early grasp computations passed through a chain of representations, perhaps from visual to motor 634 

stages. Indeed, early contributions originated from mainly visual regions. Signals especially in 635 

the left hemisphere came from occipito-temporal cortex together with left ventral premotor 636 

regions, all of which contribute to action selection (Astafiev et al., 2004; Ariani et al., 2018; 637 

Turella et al., 2016), consistent with their involvement in biological motion perception, and in 638 

hand and tool use representations (Lingnau & Downing, 2015; Gallivan et al., 2013; Gallivan & 639 

Culham, 2015; Brandi et al., 2014). Thus, we argue that visual representations of the upcoming 640 

hand movements and future hand posture, and of tool use might have formed as integral 641 

components of sensorimotor control, that is, as high-level components of an “inverse model” 642 

within which motor control converts sensory representations of an action goal into motor 643 

commands (Wolpert & Kawato, 1998). Alternatively, occipito-temporal cortex recruitment could 644 

have reflected the activation of abstract action representations (Tucciarelli et al., 2015). 645 

Additionally, early grasp orientation sources especially in the right hemisphere included 646 

occipito-parietal areas and stretched into the superior temporal sulcus, and so perhaps encoded 647 
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the interactive aspects of the task of passing the object on to the experimenter (Blanke et al., 648 

2005; Carter & Huettel, 2013), although this speculation requires experimental confirmation. 649 

At intermediate times, ~140 ms before movement onset, grasp orientations attained more 650 

sustained representations, prominently involving similar occipito-temporal and occipito-parietal 651 

regions as earlier. Moreover, left intra- and superior parietal regions, precuneus as well as ventral 652 

premotor cortex activated, as expected for a reach-to-grasp task (e.g., Gallivan et al 2011b; 2013). 653 

Among these brain regions, the precuneus in general and, more specifically, SPOC or area V6A 654 

is of particular interest because it is known as a key region for grasp orientation in 655 

neurophysiological (Fattori et al. 2004, Fattori et al. 2009, Fattori et al., 2010), human fMRI 656 

(Monaco et al., 2011) and patient research (Wood et al 2017). 657 

Finally, later times after movement onset showed similar though diminished networks of 658 

grasp orientation information. Our EMG experiment suggests that these results were not 659 

influenced by EEG picking up muscle activity, since neck muscle activity carried no information 660 

about grasp orientation. Nevertheless, it is still possible that arm movements caused head 661 

movements and, thus, small shifts in electrodes that added artefacts to the EEG signal, making 662 

their interpretation difficult, especially given the sensitivity of our multivariate approach. 663 

Despite the demonstrated capability of classification analysis to extract shape and grasp 664 

orientation information from EEG signals, we were unable to decode texture-related information, 665 

even when texture was behaviourally relevant. The difficulty with decoding texture 666 

representations constitutes a contrast to other research. fMRI experiments have identified texture 667 

sensitivity, for example in the collateral sulcus (Cant & Goodale, 2011) perhaps because of more 668 

natural and perceptually distinct textures or perhaps fMRI is more suitable than EEG to detect 669 

texture sensitivity for anatomical reasons. This is not to say EEG signals contain no visual 670 
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surface information at all. Surface features of faces are well suited to reconstruct facial 671 

appearance from EEG signals (Nemrodov et al., 2019), probably highlighting the extraordinary 672 

aptitude of the visual system to process face information. 673 

In sum, our results demonstrate ERP patterns provide a rich source of information about 674 

the neural mechanisms underlying the visuomotor computations of grasp planning and execution. 675 

Despite our orthogonal approach of cross-decoding object and action features, representations 676 

reveal intertwined visual and motor processes. Shape representations depend on motor processes 677 

evoking ideas of re-afferent neural mechanisms. Grasp orientations emerge from stages that 678 

seem to involve visual representations. Our work offers novel insights into the temporal structure 679 

of human visuomotor control. 680 

681 
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Legends 898 

 899 

Figure 1. Experimental methods. A) Experimental setup. B) Objects used in the experiments. C) 900 

Timeline of a trial. D) Grasp orientations.   901 

 902 

Figure 2. Timecourse of classification. A) Classification of Shape, Texture, and Grasp 903 

Orientation in the main experiment. Colour bars indicate times when classification accuracy was 904 

above chance (two-tailed t-test; q<0.05). B) Classification of Shape and Grasp Orientation after 905 

realigning ERPs to movement onset. The baseline used for the realigned ERPs was from 411 to 906 

311ms before movement onset, determined by average reaction time. Alternative baselines (e.g., 907 

511 to 411ms before movement onset) produced similar results. As references, classification 908 

results from Go-aligned ERPs (grey lines) are superimposed. Black bar indicates times when 909 

classification performance was different between the alignments (two-tailed t-test; q<0.05). C) 910 

Classification of Shape and Texture (confounded with grasp orientation) in the control 911 

experiment. Grey lines show predictions from the main experiment (see Results).  912 

 913 

Figure 3. Correlation of reaction times with A) the slopes of straight lines fitted to the 914 

classification accuracies of grasp orientation and B) the times at which classification accuracy 915 

reached significance within each participant. Significance of correlations were determined using 916 

bootstraps (10000 iterations). 917 

 918 

Figure 4. Temporal generalization of Shape and Grasp Orientation. A) Schematics of possible 919 

outcomes. From left to right, the first indicates that classification is based on information that 920 
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travels across a chain of transient neural representations, or generators, that activate sequentially, 921 

thus yielding a generalization pattern that is diagonal. The second indicates a single area, or a 922 

single set of areas, providing classification information continuously that would yield a roughly 923 

square-shaped (or sustained) classification pattern. The third reflects a chain of transient 924 

representations where later generators reactivate earlier ones, thus yielding a diagonal pattern 925 

with blobs at symmetrical points above and below the diagonal (King and Dehaene, 2014). B) 926 

Temporal generalization of Shape during Preview, C) Go, and D) across conditions. E) Temporal 927 

generalization of Grasp Orientation during Preview, F) Go, and G) across conditions. Black 928 

dotted lines indicate significant clusters (cluster-based sign-permutation test with cluster-929 

defining and cluster-size thresholds of p<0.05).  930 

 931 

Figure 5. Informativeness of electrodes for classification. Shape and grasp orientation 932 

classification was assessed separately at each electrode (two-tailed one-sample t-test; q<0.05). 933 

 934 

Figure 6. Source localization of shape information during Preview (A) and Go (B). Sources from 935 

50ms time windows were selected based on time periods where temporal generalization analysis 936 

revealed the most robust reactivation pattern. Colors indicate the range of t-values obtained by 937 

contrasting each time window with baseline via paired-sample t-tests (FDR corrected; q<0.05). 938 

Inserts show medial view of precuneus.  939 

 940 

Figure 7. Source localization of grasp orientation information during Preview (A) and Go (B). 941 

Sources from 50ms time windows were selected based on the same time windows for shape. 942 
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Colors indicate the range of t-values obtained by contrasting each time window with baseline via 943 

paired-sample t-tests (FDR corrected; q<0.05). Inserts show medial view of precuneus. 944 

 945 

Figure 8. A) Eye movement-based decoding of shape and grasp orientation during Preview and 946 

Go. As references, classification results from the main classification analysis (grey lines) are 947 

superimposed. B) Decoding of shape and grasp orientation during Preview and Go using only 948 

frontal-most electrodes (Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, AF7, AF3, AFz, AF4, AF8). Colour bars indicate times 949 

when classification accuracy was above chance (two-tailed t-test; q<0.05). 950 

 951 

Figure 9. Results from the EMG experiment. A) Grand-average EMG signals during Preview 952 

and B) Go. C) Classification of grasp orientation using all EMG activities across 10ms time bins 953 

during Preview and D) Go. Black bars indicate times when classification accuracy was above 954 

chance (two-tailed t-test; q<0.05). E) Classification of grasp orientation using each muscle 955 

separately across 100ms Timebins during Preview and F) Go.  956 

 957 




















